Luxury Vinyl Flooring

Vinyl flooring has become widely popular in recent years, due to its cost effectiveness as well as their robust nature. A good set of vinyl floors can last you a lifetime. One of the advantages of vinyl flooring is that it gives off the exact appearance of natural wood. As you'll see, vinyl has come a long way since its original introduction in the 1930's. There are now options that look and feel so real that it is mistaken for hardwood. Luxury Vinyl Flooring. Vinyl Plank (SPC) has an incredibly realistic hardwood look (and feel) and is exceptionally durable. It's waterproof and has a strong high density fiberboard core.

A Little Bit About Us

Decking and Flooring are specialist suppliers of SPC Vinyl Flooring. We have the perfect floor for every lifestyle both home and corporate. We have quality installers who are ready to transform your home into a elite living space which portrays your unique character and lifestyle.

Our floors are delivered and installed with careful consideration to the needs of the customer and an inflexible standard of quality. We maintain these standards and always look to improve on them.

We are a dynamic young business that is very quickly becoming the preferred solution for anybody that wants timeless quality.
Antique wood finish 1500 x 228 x 6,5mm
Including a 1,5mm IXPE underlay

European Redwood
Rustic Beach
Smoked Oak
American Walnut
### Advantages

- **Vertical Click joint system**, which means no glue is required to install
- **Environmental protection**
- **Sound absorption**
- **Waterproof, anti-corrosion, long lifetime, anti-slip**
- **Easy install and maintain**, reduces the cost of labor force, economic choose for residential and commercial
- **Eco-friendly**, produced from recycled materials
- **Environmentally sustainable construction** with extruded waterproof core
- **Virgin vinyl**, the composite core is constructed of virgin vinyl
- **NO swelling** when exposed to water
- **Durable**, will not expand or contract, very stable

### All You Need To Know

As you’ll see, vinyl has come a long way since its original introduction in the 1930’s. There are now options that look and feel so real, many mistakenly think they are hardwood. Luxury Vinyl Flooring, Engineered Vinyl Plank (EVP) has an incredibly realistic hardwood look (and feel) and is exceptionally durable. It’s waterproof and has a strong high density fiberboard core a good set of vinyl floors will last you decades to come. **SPC (Solid rigid vinyl flooring/Rigid LVT/ Solid board )** refers to the use of natural stone and environmentally friendly vinyl stone plastic composite material, the structure is more durable, stable, high temperature resistance, shrinkage of the very small environmental protection new floor.

**SPC Flooring**

- **UV Layer**: Ensure superior stain-resistant and water-proof performance, saving maintenance costs.
- **Transparent Wear Layer**: Restore the authentic color and embossing, protecting it from abrasion.
- **Decoration Layer**: Regardless of natural wood or stone structure, we offer a variety of pattern choices that will better showcase your personality.
- **SPC Core**: Prevent expansion and contraction of the flooring, cover sub-floor imperfection.
- **IKPE (Optional)**: Better sound absorption and excellent underfoot feeling.

---

**Certificates**

- UNICLIC
- SGS
- PFS

**Commercial & Residential**

**25 Year Product Warranty**

- Fire-Proof
- Water-Proof
- VOC-Free
- High Strength
- Zero Shrinkage
- Anti-Slapping
- Sound Proof
- Anti-Bacterial
- Easy Installation